
ESPLORO ESSENTIALS: Analytics 

Analytics Dashboards 
 

You can use Analytics to answer questions about your Research Assets, Researchers, 

Grants, and more. For example: 

• Which of our Research Assets have been accessed in the last 30 days? 
• Which Funders provided grants to our institution, and in what amounts? 

If you have the Designs Analytics User Role, then you will see Analytics in the main 

menu. Select Design Analytics to open Analytics in a new browser window. You will 

notice that it has a different interface from the research repository.   

Under Dashboards, you will see some subject areas specific to Esploro, such as 

Research Assets, Research Assets Usage, Researchers, and Grants.  

Let's look at some examples.  

On the Research Assets Dashboard, there are several tabs that you may find useful. 

These include Assets by Category and Type, Assets by Organization Units, and more. 

Each tab identifies a page containing one or more reports. Let's look at Assets with 

Files, as an example. After clicking on the tab, you can apply some filters. For 

example, Asset Creation Date limits the reports to research assets added within the 

given time period. This page has two reports, Number of Assets by File Format and 

Number of Assets with Files by Organization Unit. As you can see, some of the 

reports provide graphs illustrating the data. The reports can be saved and shared 

easily by printing or exporting them.  

While the Research Assets Dashboard gives you different ways of looking at the 

research assets in your repository, the Research Assets Usage Dashboard shows you 

how those assets are being accessed. Here, you can easily see which assets and files 

are most popular. You can also see which asset requests have been denied. Take a 

look at each of the pages to see what information may be useful to you. 

The Researchers Dashboard presents several displays of aggregated information 

about your researchers. Here you can find tabs such as Researchers per Asset 

Category and Type, Top 10 Researchers by published assets, and Researchers that 

have more than one current affiliation. 

Let’s take a look at the Research Grants Dashboard. This is Grants Overview. There 

are several other pages, including Grants by Investigator and Grants Added in the 

Last 30 days.   



Those are some of the Dashboards in Esploro Analytics, where you can see out-of-

the-box reports about your data in Esploro. To learn how to create a new analytics 

report, watch the next Esploro Analytics video.    


